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Abstract
Presented are results of field monitoring and analysis of active layer dynamics. It is shown that increase in active layer
depth since 2012 is associated with both air temperature and precipitation changes, in particular related to the warm
period. Deeper thaw triggers cryogenic processes due to its extending to the ground ice surface, and contributes to
formation of specific landforms.
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Peat grid with peat thickness up to 50 cm. The VD
CALM grid records show very little trend of ALD
increase between 1993 and 2011, while in 2012 to 2016
ALD increases dramatically. Through all the years of
observation, one can see direct relation between ALD
and the root of thaw index in degree-days, DDT (Fig. 1).
Linear trend for mean thaw depths show the following:
for VD3 grid it is sloping steeper than other trend lines,
and at Peat plateau grid trend line slopes most gently.
This follows clearly from insulating properties of the
vegetation and soil cover.

Introduction
Monitoring of the active layer in Central Yamal is
carried out in the research station “Vaskiny Dachi”
within the framework of CALM program on a 100х100
m grid (VD CALM) since 1993, on three grids 50x50 m
each (VD1, VD2, VD3) since 2007, and on peatland grid
6x6 m (VD Peat) since 2014 (Leibman et al., 2015).
Summer air temperature in combination with
precipitation regime is the main control for the active
layer depth (ALD) dynamics in time. We use the records
of the weather station Marre-Sale (available at
www.rp5.ru) closest to the key area for analysis.
Main environmental components: relief and
microrelief, vegetation, soil texture and wetness, control
spatial variations of ALD. The extreme heterogeneity of
these environmental features over the area determines
the considerable spatial variability of ALD.
To assess interaction between ALD and climate, we
relate mean thaw depths to the thaw index for each year.
Specific patterns of ALD fluctuations in space and time
for the study area have been established earlier
(Leibman, 2001). However, the extreme climatic events
of recent years have led to significant deviations from
these patterns. Here we analyze the period since 1999.

Figure 1. Relation between ALD and DDT1/2 for Vaskiny
Dachi grids in 1999-2017

Results and discussion
Temporal variability of the active layer (VD CALM)

Spatial variability of the active layer

The perennial average of mean annual ALDs in 19932011 was 92 cm with a range of 81-95 cm. Since 2012

As follows from monitoring data analysis, the deepest
active layer is observed at VD3 grid, sandy soil and
sparse vegetation. The shallowest active layer is in VD
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we are observing fluctuations of mean annual ALDs
between 92 (2014) and 115 cm (2016).
In 2012 mean ALD was 102 cm, 16 cm deeper than in
2011 (86 cm)! Much deeper thaw depth was due to
extremely warm spring. Early measurement on July 3,
2012 showed mean ALD 66 cm (77% of thaw depth
reached by late August of 2010 and 2011). The warm
period started on May 25, maximal average daily
temperature was +18,0°C on June 29, and thaw index
calculated for the period from May 25 to September 2
(date of ALD measurement) was 854 degree-days with
amount of precipitation 257 mm. To compare, the same
values for the warm period of the previous warmest year
of 2005 were 661 degree-days and 146 mm respectively.
Abnormally deep thaw was observed also in 2013.
Rather cool and dry summer of 2013 (thaw index 656
degree-days and amount of precipitation 114 mm from
June 8 to September 2), and in addition very cold winter
of 2012-2013 compared to 2012, indicate that these
factors are likely not most important in maintaining such
a high ALD this summer. We suggest that it is due to a
combination of two factors. One is delayed refreezing in
the fall 2012. The second is extend of thaw to the depths
where saline marine clays underlay sandy and loamy
active layer. Saline clay retains plasticity to a temperature
of -1°C and reacts to the mechanical probing as if
thawed.
Compared to previous years of 2012 and 2013, mean
ALD in 2014 (92 cm) is within the range of annual
means for 1993-2011 (81-95 cm). Summer season of
2014 was rather cool. The warm period started on June
6, and thaw index to the date of ALD measurement was
393 degree-days (the lowest since 1999, 314 degree-days)
with amount of precipitation 115 mm. Yet 30 mm or
26% of summer total precipitation during the period
between 19 and 31 August 2014 determines relatively
high ALD: 87 cm by August 19 and 92 cm by August
31.
In summer 2016 air temperature achieved extreme
values exceeding all observed before. Marre-Sale weather
station measured 1409 degree-days in 2016, while
previous maximum since 1993 was only 1057 degreedays in 2012. Air temperature above zero lasted from
June 4 to October 11, being above +20°С between July
9 and 20, which is very unusual for the polar regions.
Thus, ALD on VD CALM in 2016 averaged at 115 cm
in a range 78 to 170 cm. This is 13% higher than mean
value (102 cm) in 2012 and 2013, 25% higher than
perennial average in 1993-2011. Note that in 2016
measurements were done on October 15, later than in
other years, close to the date of termination of the thaw.
So comparable ALD values will be several per cent less.
Summer 2017 was relatively cool and extremely dry
(thaw index 697 degree-days and precipitation 47 mm).

Mean ALD was less than in abnormally warm 2016, but
the same as in 2012 and 2013 (102 cm).
At the same time, since warm summer of 2012 ALD
reached the layer of marine saline clay underlying sand
and silt in many gridnodes of the CALM grid. In the
following years even under cooler summer, ALD
measured by metal probe show much higher values.
Thus, the higher summer air temperature results in the
deeper active layer in rainy seasons compared to dry
seasons. Notable amount of summer precipitation could
provide active layer deepening (more in sandy deposits
than in clayey) compared to even warmer but dry
summers.
We observed that in 2012 deeper thaw has reached the
top of icy permafrost or mono-mineral tabular ground
ice. On slopes, such impact has triggered formation of
new or re-activation of stabilized thermocirques and
their further development. Gas-emission craters on
Yamal Peninsula which appeared in the fall of 2013
(Leibman et al., 2014), and again in June 2017 could
probably in part be related to abnormal increase of ALD
in the years following the summer warmth extremes.

Conclusions
Climate fluctuations in 2012-2016 affected
substantially increase of the ALD in various types of
terrains due to combination of summer warmth and
amount of precipitation.
Abnormal deepening of the active layer resulted in
activation of cryogenic processes associated with ground
ice thawing.
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